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1 Comment 1 Recommendations Stats Notes There are no notes on the slide. 1. Class GLA 2. The GLA. Freedom is contagious. The GLA transmits it completely to its driver. On board this high-end compact SUV you will feel the craving for new places, even driving through the streets of the city. Sporty and dynamic design combines with
the latest propulsion technology and comfort and safety offered only by Mercedes-Benz. Take the freedom to drive GLA. Freedom is multimedia. Experience the charm of GLA in high definition. With the Mercedes-Benz iPad catalog® and the Mercedes-Benz Guides for iPhone®. Both apps include video and additional content and can be
downloaded for free from iTunes® iTunes® Store. 3. Freedom has many aspects: 2 Mercedes-Benz GLA 250 Metallic Polar Silver Urban Equipment Line, Alloy Wheels in 5 Double Design, Exclusive Package, Glass Grey Leather Upholstery, Satin light brown poplar wood molding 10 Mercedes-Benz GLA 220 CDI Brown East Metallic
Style Equipment Line, alloy wheels in 5 Spoke Spoke Design, ARTICO Beige Leather Sahara Hem Upholstery, Satin Light Brown Poplar Wood Molding 18 Mercedes-Benz GLA 45 AMG 4MATIC White Cirrus AMG lightweight discs in 10-spice design , AMG Night package, carbon fiber AMG package, exclusive AMG package, red leather
upholstery RED CUT, AMG carbon fiber casting illustrations can also show additional equipment and non-standard hardware accessories. Freedom is everything: 26 Innovations for Your Mobility 28 Engines 30 Dual Clutch Change 7G-DCT 31 All-Wheel Drive 4MATIC 32 WARNING PROPHYLANCE HELP PLUS 34 Remote Warning
COMAND Online Multimedia System 35 Harman Cardon Surround Sound System® Logic 7® 36 Intelligent Light System 37 Reverse Camera 38 Panoramic Hatch 40 GLA 45 AMG 4MATIC 44 Equipment and Packages 55 Original Accessories 56 Extra Equipment 58 Tire 60 Service after selling 62 Technical Data 65 Upholstery and Paint
4. 2 5. 3 Every ray of the sun is like a spotlight. If the road is a stage, the GLA is an experienced gender actor. Typical proportions of SUVs and striking fronts emphasize their presence and individuality. But the GLA is not just an SUV. On the front line is the Mercedes, both credited with the central star on the grille and the so-called fall
line, the design of the line that runs through the side view, from the headlights to the rear axle. This trait generates flow and dynamism, even for a stopped vehicle, and emphasizes the unmistakable size of the GLA. 6. 4 Light Art Makes time, the headlights had no function except for lighting the roadway. Today they shine like little works of
art. This is mainly due to LED technology. Glowing diodes have a much longer lifespan and are more efficient than conventional lamps. They also create a fascinating glowing image. LEDs are used on front and rear turn signals, brake lighting and rear fog light. For daytime lights, the position of light and the rear pilot use a fiber optic
method that allows you to adjust a harmonious glowing arc. The result is genuine light jewels with an unmistakable design both day and night. 7. 5 8. 6 The main character. And up to 360 horses. What drives the heads? Audacity, aplomb, adventure thrust and six of the most modern engines in its class, equipped with a high-tech package
that includes a turbocharger and direct injection. Its strength becomes a boost with great efficiency using a front-wheel drive or 4MATIC all-wheel drive with a particularly dynamic feature. As well as a 6-speed mechanical shift or 7G-DCT 7-speed dual clutch shift. 9. 7 10. 8 11. 9 Focus and functional driving position is a large suspended
color display with which your GLA has access to the world. Depending on the hardware you can check the weather forecast, the latest sports news or a list of songs on your iPhone®. There is also a digital radio and surround sound equipment adapted to the acoustics of the cabin. But not everything that shines is digital. Round ventilation
diffusers are a classic design element. In GLA they are assembled with traditional quality materials and finishes. 12. Even the sun bows before His presence. When it comes to nature, adventure and freedom, colors cannot be set aside. GLA is available, for example, in a special picture I refer to a thin mountain gray, or in metallic oriental
brown paint on these pages. A color that stands out especially in the twilight sun, and at any other time of day and night. 13. 11 14. 12 15. The more you look at it, the more clues you will find the adventurous spirit of GLA 13. The structured hood with longitudinal glare and the grille with two slats emphasize the width of the front panel. The
bumper has a grille in a diamond design. Below is the aesthetic protection of low-character SUVs with silver, dark chrome or glossy black trim, depending on the line of equipment and packaging design. The chrome slats between the rear pilots, the roof spoiler and the sturdy edge protection of the load shine on the back. 16. 14 Watch
TV? where they put the best film. 17. 15 18. 16 19. 17 GLA Cabin will surprise you again and again. For its spacious feel, unusual in a compact car, especially when combined with an additional panoramic hatch. And for something unusual in the SUV: the comfort and value of the impression of the cabin. On board you can fully enjoy the
freedom you have just discovered. 20. 18 GLA 45 AMG 4MATIC. Goodbye, indifference. Energetic SUV or thoroughbred sports car? Learn the most exciting thing about two worlds. The world's most powerful four-cylinder car engine, high braking, sports change, all-wheel drive 4MATIC, optimized for performance, sports parameter
steering and sports chassis, all from AMG, positional GLA 45 AMG 4MATIC in a non-competitive environment. 21. 19 22. 20 23. 21 Heating Circle: First contact with GLA 45 AMG 4MATIC. At first glance, you'll find characteristic attributes such as large AMG alloy wheels, a specific rear skirt, or sports exhaust. The additional equipment of
AMG Performance Studio makes your motorist's dreams a reality. 24. 22 25. 23 He will dream of him. If you let him sleep. AMG Performance 4MATIC To transfer 265 kW (360 hp) and 450 nm, 4MATIC all-wheel drive optimized to improve performance is equipped. This equipment includes a multi-disc clutch in the rear differential with an
AMG-specific power hydraulics. This allows variable distribution of torque, from the front-wheel drive to the ratio of 50: 50. The distribution depends on the level chosen in the ELECTRONIC ESP stability program® as sporty and safe and especially dynamic to break records in closed circuits for the public. The adjustment takes into
account the speed, cross-cutting and longitudinal acceleration, the orientation of the front wheel, the difference in the number of turns between the wheels, the connected transmission and the throttle position. 26. 24 Cabin GLA 45 AMG 4MATIC is an ideal habitat for elite athletes. All relevant controls and indicators are designed for high
driving performance. For example, the AMG DRIVE UNIT in the center console and the AMG dashboard. Moldings also contribute to the creation of a typical atmosphere in the world of motorsport. 27. 25 28. What makes a car a Mercedes? The power of tradition. In our case, first of all, to innovation. We have followed paths that have
never been explored before. A vehich behind the a day. So was born the first car with a controlled warp zone, the first ABS, the first diesel tourism. First car. But as far as we look back, we prefer to look ahead. Mercedes me: Welcome to a world created just for you. At the heart of our work are always people. As a result, we have created
a new platform for your personal contact with Mercedes-Benz. With individual services that are customized to your expectations. Connect Me is a connection that connects the car with his world experience, with everything he considers important. Move Me Offers You a new form of mobility. inspire me to finally show you an exclusive look
at the future of mobility. Your gateway to a fascinating world: www.mercedes.me Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive: the goal of driverless driving. We develop intelligent technologies that help the driver and facilitate your work. Your Mercedes-Benz has valuable support systems that help you automatically keep your distance from the
previous vehicle, brake when necessary, warn of the danger of a collision by range, or detect the presence of a vehicle in a blind area. Sensors in safety and driving assistance are intellectually interconnected. This allows you to anticipate possible dangerous situations. We invite you to experience the charm of Mercedes-Benz Intelligent
Drive in www.mercedes-benz-intelligent-drive.com BlueEFFICIENCY: our vision of driving without emissions. Sustainability is a very broad term; we spread it on the slightest detail. From environmentally friendly production to alternative engine concepts. As you can see, we have very ambitious goals. And what could be better than a long
trip aboard a Mercedes? 29. Pulse. GLA was born to inspire, encourage and promote. First of all, we are. For example, in the development of the current generation of engines, the state-of-the-art technology package, especially compact and lightweight, achieves amazing results. The GLA 250 develops 155 kW (211 hp) and consumes
only 6.1-6.0 litres/100 km in a mixed cycle. This, which seems to be a contradiction, is a logical consequence of the turbocharger, direct injection of gasoline, the control of the variable valve and the team of engineers who are never satisfied. Diesel engines? They work without vibrations, except for the driver's rapid heartbeat. Three diesel
models are available for even more efficient driving. They all provide an outstanding driving experience with torque up to 350 nm. Maneuvers of overtaking take place in a heartbeat and with amazing smoothness. Common rail direct injection of equi-by the last generation allows combustion and the extraordinary marching suavi-ness.
Landmark in terms of efficiency. Low GLA consumption is the result of innovative technologies and, above all, relationships. A concerted mentality and model of action to effectively use natural resources. With the approval of our word: BlueEFFICIENCY. This means, for example, that fuel is only used when it is really needed. All GLA
models are equipped with the eco stop and start function in standard mode, which temporarily disables the engine from the stopped vehicle. For example, on hold or at a red light. The ECO indicator, as well as the standard, helps to practice an economical driving style, the most effective strategy of efficient use of the car. Diesel engine
program: GLA 200 CDI with 100 kW (136 hp) and 300 nm GLA 220 CDI/GLA 220 CDI 4MATIC 125 kW (170 hp) and 350 nm of petrol torque: GLA 220 CDI 4MATIC 125 kW (170 hp) power and torque 350 nm of petrol: GLA 200 with 115 kW (156 hp) power and torque 250 nm GLA 250 /GLA 250 4MATIC with 155 kW (211 hp) power and
torque 350 Nm More You will find all the technical data of GLA on pages 62/63. Such a powerful engine deserves its chapter: from page 40 you will find information about GLA 45 AMG 4MATIC. 30. 29 GLA 220 CDI High maximum torque is not sufficient. In order to enjoy a relaxed ride at low revs, it must be available in a low range of
revs, as in the GLA. GLA 220 CDI 600 600 500 500 400 400 300 300 200 200 150 125 100 75 50 350 Nm 125 kW nm kW 0 1500 3000 4500 Drehmoment (Nm) Drehzahl (1/min) Leistung (kW) Rpm engine torque speed in Nm power at kW 150 125 100 75 50 rpm 1500 3000 4500 31. 30 7G-DCT. Dynamisminterrupt. Change manually or
let change? A question that doesn't come up here. There are so many reasons for both options that we decided to combine them all together in one gearbox, a 7-speed 7G-DCT dual clutch change. This group consists of two partial transmissions, each with its own clutch. Thus, the new equipment is already connected when the
relationship change is initiated, which is carried out without interruption in traction force. Driving is thus more comfortable and, above all, automatic gear changes are as fast as in a manual box. On the other hand, we know that as perfect as this automatic change is, there are still drivers who prefer to change manually. Thus, the package
includes changing the camera on the steering wheel, almost like in a racing car. The availability of two versions of the changes depends on the engine. You will find information in the price list, in the online configurator or at the Mercedes-Benz dealer, who will advise you Nice to meet you. In short: the interchangeable versions of the 7GDCT dual clutch change allows for smooth, fast and continuous traction changes. You can choose between the economic and sporting function of change. The 6-speed mechanical change is characterized by a short straight lever movement, which leads to rapid changes in ratio and high comfort. 32. 31 Fascinating cravings. I don't need a
four-wheel drive car because I rarely move around the field. Anyone who thinks so should reconsider their position. The 4MATIC all-wheel drive, which is not necessarily available for the GLA 220 CDI and GLA 250, doesn't just excite the asphalt. It also improves driving safety on wet roads or on snow. The distribution of variable force
between the front aaxis and the rear aus contributes to the dynamic rotation. Increases directional stability when driving on highways at high speed. And it improves the acceleration capacity on the ground without sealing, as it prevents by interfering on the brakes that any of the wheels can skate. Convince yourself that someone who has
ever driven a four-wheel drive model will never want to give up this technology. 4MATIC also includes a special off-road driving program. The modified propulsion system optimizes thrust, especially on un compacted soil. The DSR helps the driver to safely descend on the steep slopes and control them. Options chassis Standard comfort
chassis combines comfort and dynamism, with sufficient suspension of travel and compensation of transverse forces. Reducing dynamic variations in wheel load and rolling and pitching improves control and safety. Dynamic package with 15 mm lowered chassis height and sports direct steering with variable assistance, depending on
speed and variable demultipation increases maneuverability, comfort and directional stability. SUV Comfort Offroad. Higher bodywork at 30 mm is an increase in free height on the ground and, with it, off-road suitability. The seat lift improves the panoramic view, and the car acquires a more attractive SUV. Management harmonization also
varies. 33. 32 GLA is always ahead, even following other vehicles. No way to get around the driver, it is easy to get distracted for a few minutes and cause an accident in the range. One in four accidents with injuries in Germany due to this situation. One of the goals of Mercedes-Benz Intelligent is to reduce this in the future. It is a matter
of attitude, research spirit and responsibility. But what does this mean in particular? GLA is equipped in standard connection with the so-called COLLISION PREVENTION ASIST PLUS. This system alerts the driver with optical signals about insufficient distance from previous vehicles. If the distance continues to decrease, an acoustic
warning is also issued. Soothing fact: if the driver strains on the brake, the adaptive emergency servo can apply exactly the exact braking force to avoid a collision. This avoids a number of following vehicles due to excessive braking. COLLISION PREVENTION ASIST PLUS can initiate autonomous partial braking if it detects a collision
hazard over range and the driver does not respond. This intervention can help prevent a collision or at least reduce its severity. The COLLISION PREVENTION ASSIST PLUS system is part of The Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive philosophy, which includes a suite of intelligent technologies to assist the driver and facilitate their work. Get
more information on your computer or tablet by opening the www.mercedes-benz-intelligent-drive.com COLLISION PREVENTION ASIST PLUS Collision Prevention Warning ASIST PLUS is based on a sensor integrated in the front with radar elements, constantly checking the separation from the previous vehicle in the range of 7 to 250
km/h. Stationary obstacles can be detected at speeds from 7 to 70 km/h. 33 Vision of the unavnish movement encourages us to move forward. We are the first automakers in the world to develop a comprehensive safety concept. Accident prevention, optimal response to danger and minimization of the consequences of the lawsuit. Both
for Mercedes passengers and for all other users of the track. Safe driving ATTENTION ASIST fatigue alert system can improve safety, especially during long trips and at night. This team analyzes the handling of the steering wheel for typical symptoms of exhaustion and lack of attention, and warns optical and acoustic signals about the
dangers of microinsurance. Adaptive BRAKE control system improves braking ability with intelligent interventions. On rainy days, keep your brake discs dry. Brake pads are already automatically activated if the driver sharply lifts his foot from the accelerator and does not allow the vehicle to roll on its own on the slope. The additional
distance Tempomat DISTRONIC PLUS helps to maintain a safe distance from especially in retention. If necessary, you can automatically brake and accelerate the vehicle. Additional blind angle management uses radar sensors to make one of the largest sources of traffic hazard visible. If the presence of the vehicle is detected in the blind
zone, the red triangle shines in the outer mirror. If necessary, an additional audible warning is issued. The system is active in the range of speeds from 30 to 250 km/h. Additional lane change detector can detect the risk of unintentional departure from the lane between 60 and 200 km/h and warn the driver with periodic vibrations behind
the wheel. Blind angle control and lane change detector are also part of an additional lane control package. In the face of danger, the optional system of protection of passengers to SAFE® can pre-detect critical driving situations and, in case of a dangerous accident, initiate preventive measures to protect passengers. This includes, for
example, a reversible foreboding of a belt or automatic window closing. In the event of an accident, a comprehensive safety net can clearly reduce the risk of injury. It includes an active hood to protect pedestrians, which automatically rises several centimeters when a impact is detected and thus helps protect pedestrians or cyclists.
Passengers of the car have protection up to nine wide airbag area (including two additional side airbags in the rear seats). After the accident, Mercedes-Benz is well trained in first aid. In the event of an accident, you can stop the engine and unlock the centralized lock. You can also activate flashing warning lights and emergency internal
lighting. The Mercedes-Benz emergency call system, integrated into additional COMAND Online equipment, can transmit GPS location data and other important vehicle information. But let's hope it will never be necessary. 35. 34 The Internet has changed our lives. Now it's also going to change the way we drive. Additional media system
COMAND Online offers and browsed a variety of features such as navigation, phone, audio, video and the Internet. THE 17.8 cm CENTRAL MEDIA DISPLAY is used for a high-definition colour display. The operation is simple and intuitive. A fast hard drive of navigation equipment with high-quality topographical mapping leads you relaxed

to your destination. Combined with a compatible mobile phone, the driver can check internet-stop pages and use Mercedes-Benz Apps while on the go, such as special destinations, weather forecasting or internet radio. To provide personalized in-flight entertainment, DVD player, radio, 10GB of memory for audio files and interfaces are
included to connect external devices. Other highlights of COMAND Online are the LINGUATRONIC phonical control system® the Bluetooth interface with hands-free function and the transmission of music via streaming of sound. Other infotainment options for your GLA Drive Kit Plus (see picture) allows you to integrate the iPhone®
5/5s/5c into the concept of car processing displayed. With a controller in the center console, you can handle all the features you need that are displayed on CENTRAL MEDIA DISPLAY in a revolutionary graphic design. MAP PILOT's compact navigation ® becker® transforms 20 CD audio into navigation equipment with full functionality
and intuitive work. The Audio 20 CD multimedia system provides a network connection to mobile devices via Bluetooth®. Includes radio, double tuner, CD, phone keyboard and 14.7 cm diagonal CENTRAL MEDIA DISPLAY. The digital instruction guide is displayed directly on the car's central displays. In www.mercedesbenz.es/manuales-online you can become interactively familiar with GLA processing. Also available as an app for a smartphone or tablet. 35. 35 Centerfill Centerfill Speaker-Lautsprecher Treble Speakers Bass and Medium Speakers Media Speakers Hochtonlautsprecher Tief-/Mitteltonlautsprecher Mitteltonlautsprecher Basslautsprecher
Die Logic 7® Multikanal-Raumklang-Technologie sorgt f'r ein auththentis Optimal auf den gesamten Fahrgastraum abgestimmt, f'r ein 360-Grad-Klangerlebnis auf jedem Sitzplatz. When was the last time you were at a concert? The additional Harman Kardon surround sound system® Logic 7® 450-watt surround sound system provides
perfect stereo acoustic work with twelve speakers, including a bass box and a 9-channel DSP amplifier. Combined with COMAND Online, as well as DTS and Dolby-Digital 5.1. It also turns the GLA cabin into a small concert hall. Logic 7® technology provides a genuine surround music experience optimized for the entire cockpit to deliver
360-degree surround sound in each seat space. 37. 36 Brilliant. Smart. Imagine a secondary road without lighting, a highway without traffic, a low visibility curve or thick fog. You will notice that each driving situation is different. GLA can be additionally equipped with intelligent light that provides better visibility under any circumstances. Teh
The lighting system with adaptive bixenon headlights automatically adapts to driving conditions. To look better and allow yourself to be seen. The glowing headlight design improves safety and gives the car a modern and unmistakable design, both front and back, day and night. Specific design rear pilots are performed in fiber optic
technology; Turning signals, brake light and rear anti-brained light use LED technique. The additional lighting and visibility package increases the cost of printing the cab and provides better visibility in the car. It consists, among other things, of additional lighting of the control elements, which increases comfort and safety and ambient
lighting, which gives the cabin even more outstanding air. INTELLIGENT LIGHT SYSTEM Intelligent light system in detail: 1 On secondary roads the left mark-ups of the roadway are much better illuminated, especially if the anti-mind light is connected. Second On motorways it increases the range of lighting to 60%. Third Active Lights
improve safety in Curves 4 and turn light improves lighting by using extra light on the side to which the vehicle is moving. Extended anti-brain light reduces the self-light driver due to the reflection of light in the fog. Automatic road lights are offered as an option as an add-on to this equipment. When connected, road lights allow the best
range of headlights without glare moving in the opposite direction. 38. 37 Looking forward. And we'll see what happens in the back. Parking and maneuvering on the reverse can be unpleasant. Now it clearly increases comfort in these conditions. The additional reverse camera automatically connects when the reverse is connected and
shows the driver on the CENTRAL MEDIA DISPLAY environment behind the vehicle. Dynamic lines improve orientation when maneuvering. When you go back, for example, from the garage, you can switch to a 180-degree wide-angle view to recognize the presence of pedestrians or other vehicles first. When you don't need it, the
camera automatically folds back and is protected from dirt. Make yourself a convenient active parking assistance with OPTIONAL PARKTRONIC makes it easy to find parking and maneuver to park and park online and on the battery. Automatically direct the vehicle to the parking space and autonomously control the steering wheel and
brakes1. The Traffic Wizard (part of the optional COMAND Online team) uses the camera to recognize and visualize speed limits and rewind the driver's inhibitions. about Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive. In accordance with this concept, we put intelligent technologies that actively help the driver and facilitate their task. You can recognize
them on your computer or tablet by entering 1 only in combination with the automatic switching of 7G-DCT. 39. 38 Panoramic hatch. Light and air to create a unique atmosphere. The large glazed surface of the additional panoramic hatch contributes to the creation of a diabolical and hospitable atmosphere. It consists of a fixed panoramic
glass roof at the back and an electric sliding glass roof at the front. In addition, two electric sunbeds protect passengers from intense solar radiation. In an elevated position, the hatch automatically adapts to three levels to the current running speed. At high speed, a glass ceiling descends. This reduces noise and air circulation in the cabin.
Similarly, the glass ceiling rises again as the speed slows down. Additional independent heating equipment for ideal weather allows you to heat or ventilate the cabin before you start the trip: set the time on a timer or with an additional remote control. In winter, it saves time, as there is no need to release snow or ice windows. With two
climatic zones, thermotronic's additional automatic air conditioning allows you to enjoy personalized well-being on board. The driver and front passenger can adjust the right temperature on their own. A series of sensors automatically keeps the climate indoors at the right level. 40. 39 Cargo Bag. Additional left and right slide networks and
a folding box improve order and security in the cargo space. The backs of the back bench can be placed in a more vertical 15th position, the so-called charging position. Thus, you can increase the volume of cargo space by 60 liters, from 421 to 481 liters. Passengers on the back bench can travel in the highest position of the back. You
can also place a baby cuckoo on this bench, in a position opposite to the direction of travel. The 12 V outlet in the charging space completes this handy package. Combined with the comfort of the seats and manual adjustment of the passenger seat, it is possible to down-forward the backs of this seat to carry long objects. Equipment for
comfortable and safe use of the trunk Additional rear door EASY-PACK can be easily opened and closed by an electromechanical mechanism at the touch of a button and facilitates the loading and unloading of luggage. The square is worth it Second, the additional slide kit consists of a slide holder in the control unit on the ceiling,
compartments under the front seats (left removed when an additional fire extinguisher is selected), slide nets on the back of the front seats, and a slide mesh in the front passenger's footrest space. To expand the capacity of the cargo space, you can lower the backs left and right forward, both separately and together. 41. 40 42. 41 GLA
45 AMG 4MATIC. Elite sport. His eyes perceive the authentic design of the AMG outside and inside, right down to the last detail. His senses boast impressive strength, impeccable traction and incredible braking ability. Trust your feelings. An AMG exterior aesthetic kit and an AMG grille with a matte titanium grey double and distinctive
AMG AMG sports exhaust with two chrome exhaust rims in a two-spoke AMG 5-spoke alloy wheel design, In titanium grey and polished to high glitter, with 235/45 R 19 Interior Sports seats in metallic ARTICO/microfiber DINAMICA leather with red contrasting seams and red seat belts a multifunctional sporty flywheel of 3 spokes in
leather with a flat bottom section and a shift cam AMG dashboard with the main AMG menu and home screen AMG UNIT 43. 42 GLA 45 AMG 4MATIC. The extraordinary performance and efficiency of the GLA 45 AMG 4MATIC are the result of intensive development work. The AMG's innovative 4-cylinder 2.0-liter supercharged engine
develops 265 kW (360 hp) from just two litres of displacement. This corresponds to a record figure of 133 kW (181 hp) per liter of displacement. High power mechanics with a torque of 450 Nm accelerates to the car in 4.8 seconds from 0 to 100 km/h. With these indicators, fuel consumption also marks a new benchmark. With its stop and
start function, ECO and other GLA 45 AMG 4MATIC equipment requires only 7.5 litres/100 km in a mixed loop. This high performance engine is handmade in accordance with the traditional AMG philosophy, which assigns mechanics to each engine. This is evidenced by the signature of the specialist, responsible for it, on the board AMG,
which shows the engine. The 7-speed sports replacement SPEEDSHIFT DCT AMG is equipped with three driving programs, dual-clutch function and Race Start function. Thanks to the ESP 3 electronic stability program® it is possible to vary the function of all-wheel drive, between sports-safe and extremely sporty to closed circuits to the
public. High performance of AMG braking equipment with large self-ventilated and perforated brake discs provides extraordinary possibilities of slowing down. The combination of the AMG's electromechanical sports parametric steering, AMG sports chassis, AMG and 4MATIC all-wheel drive provides more flexible and sensitively more
accurate driving behavior. 44. 43 AMG Performance Studio. AMG Performance Studio offers a wide range of additional equipment that gives the GLA 45 AMG 4MATIC even more sportsmanship. The outstanding team is the AMG Performance chassis. Thanks to the tighter setting of the suspension and shock absorbers, the cross-section
of the car's dynamism increases. We also recommend AMG Performance seats for driver and front passenger with an accented contour that improves integrated side support and headrest. With the aerodynamic AMG package, you can give more expressiveness to the dynamism of the car. AMG Aerodynamic Package Carbon Fiber
External Package AMG Night AMG Night Carbon Fiber External Mirrors AMG AMG Performance Chassis with Approximation. 20% tougher AMG Performance exhaust system with more suggestive engine sound AMG Performance in black nappa/Alcantara® E-SELECT selector lever engraved with AMG shield and key with AMG Shield
Seats AMG Performance AMG Performance AMG alloy wheels in 10 spoke design, Matte black with polished high glitter tab, 235/40 R 20 AMG alloy wheels in 10 spoke design, titanium gray and polished to high shine, tires 235/40 R 20 carbon fiber casting AMG Red brake clips 45. 44 Standard equipment. You can customize the GLA
completely individually, right down to the last detail. To do this, it has countless variants of equipment. If you prefer more comfort, you can enjoy generous standard equipment. External alloy wheels of 5 double spokes and pneumatics 235/50 R 181 Radiator grille 2 slats silver green heat crystals in all windows Comfort chassis Parametric
steering with variable power resistance depending on the speed of aesthetic protection of the bass front and back, Silver Color Threshold reiki with a distinctive Mercedes-Benz Interior Comfort seat front with ARTICO leather upholstery/gold fabric and decoration seams2 3-spoke multifunctional steering wheel with 12 keys and apply in a
silver chrome gray inner box ceiling tool box with a multifunctional display in color air conditioning Radio Audio 20 CD with CENTRAL MEDIA DISPLAY, USB interface on the central armrest and Bluetooth® which you can also check online. 1 Tires in the image do not meet the standard Spanish. 2 Image upholstery does not match the
standard upholstery for the Spanish market. 46. 45 47. 46 48. 47 Soothing elegance: Style.1 equipment line, as can be seen on large avenues, and spend active rest in nature. These noble design and comfort equipment perfectly harmonize with each other distilled presence and individuality. External alloy wheels in a 5-spoke dual design
with 235/50 R 182 2-slat silver radiator grille with chrome insert rectangular daylight lights with chrome Chrome ring-ceilinged longitudinal treads on the glossy black aluminum ceiling aesthetic protection of the front and rear, Silver Interior Comfort Places with ARTICO Leather Simile Upholstery /Doured Fabric with attractive MoccasinType Seams Comfort Package for Carbon SeatIng Mold Structure (H74) 3-spoke multifunction steering wheel and leather lining lever change tool box with 2 pipes, silver background dashboard and red hands 1 series for the Spanish market. The two tyres in the image do not meet the standard tyres for the Spanish market. 49. 48
Progressive and Stimulating: Urban Equipment Line. Mercedes is like a metropolis. With each look you will discover its new and unusual design and very individual style inside. Highlights inside The Sports Seat with ARTICO leather upholstery/Corumba fabric and contrasting seams Comfort package for seats Silver corrugated mold effect
(H50) or anthracite (H51)1 Multifunctional steering 3 spokes in the skin, with perforation in the area of hand support and contrasting seams tool panel with 2 tubes, Silver dashboard background and red needle External alloy wheels 5 double spokes with 235/50 R 18 2 rake silver grille with chrome insertion Double flow exhaust equipment
with Chrome trim integrated exhaust Slat's points at the waist and chrome load edge longitudinal bars on the aluminum ceiling aesthetic protection bass in dark chrome front and rear 1 H50 as part of the line of urban equipment , H51 as an option without inflating prices. 50. 49 51. 50 52. 51 Fascinating dynamism: AMG line. Check out
GLA's sporting genes in design, driving sense and exclusivity. The AMG Line of Equipment includes an extensive aesthetic kit of AMG, measures that increase the dynamism of driving and sports parts outside and inside. Sports interior seats with ARTICO/DINAMICA leather upholduction with red contrast seams Seat Comfort Light
aluminum mould with longitudinal resurfacing (H79) 3-spoke multifunctional sports steering wheel made of leather with a flat bottom section, perforations in the clutch area and contrasting seams Red inner roof Black dashboard with 2 tubes, silver dashboard and red hands Highlights on the outer aesthetic set of AMG with a split Matte
Titanium grey rear skirt casting 5-spoke AMG alloy discs titanium gray and polished to high brilliance with 235/45 R 191 silver tire 2-slat grille with chrome in The Dynamic package with 15 mm reduced height and sporty direct steering2 Perforated front, tweezers with The Mercedes-Benz badge in front of the dual flow exhaust equipment
with chrome frames 1 Discs in the image do not meet the standard rims for the Spanish market. 2 As an option without inflated price, a comfortable chassis of normal height and direct sports steering is offered. 53. Exclusive package. An elegant combination of high-quality equipment inside. An additional dose of comfort, quality and
design. Components in short sports seats in front, heated and lumbar support with 4th adjustment; Choose from black leather upholstery, crystal-grey or walnut brown, with contrasting seams and perforated cushions Comfort package for seats Molding light brown satin poplar tree (H19) or glossy walnut root (H14)1 3-spoke multifunctional
steering wheel in leather, Perforated in the clutch area Leather shift lever with silver chrome applications (combined with a 6-speed mechanical shift) leather dashboard ARTICO with contrasting seams of the dashboard with 2 tubes, silver dashboard background and red artICO section Leather simultaneous doors with contrasting seams
On doors with silver chrome casting and contrasting seams Black inner roof (optional, grey inner roof)2 Stainless steel sports pedals with rubber studs (combined with AMG Line) Corduroy Mats with trim in the color of equipment Comfort closing equipment with the opening and closing of summer side windows and panoramic hatch on
infrared receiver 1 Combined with urban or AMG Line line Optional without oversized can save moldings of clear aluminum with longitudinal resurfacing (H79). 2 Grey fabric of the inner roof is offered only in combination with black leather upholduction or gray glass skin. 54. 53 Night Package. Selected black elements of external design
The night package gives the car a sporty and expressive character. The components in the composite grille of 2 slats are bright black with a chrome insert External mirrors painted in black Dark tinted heat crystals from the central clay bars on the ceiling of the black aluminum Bright Slat on Shiny Black Waist MullLine Additional elements
combined with the city line: bumpers at the front and rear with aesthetic protection from high shine black on The 5-spoke double black alloy wheels and polished to high glitter with 235/50 R 18 additional elements combined with the AMG Line: an aesthetic AMG kit with inserts in front splitter and side framing, as well as a high-gloss black
rear-skirt casting and black, high-gloss polished 5-spoke alloy wheels AMG with tires 235/45 R 19 55. 54 Exclusive AMG package. This combination of high-quality indoor equipment is based on AMG Line hardware and provides you with a high level of exclusivity, customization and sporty nature. A very important example is the black
leather upholstery RED CUT with red contrast seams. Heated sports seats in front with black leather UPholduct RED CUT and red contrast seams, as well as the 4th lumbar support Comfort seating bag Light aluminum mold with longitudinal resurfacing (H79) 3-spoke multifunctional sports steering wheel from a flat bottom section,
Perforations in the area of hand support and red contrast seams Leather lever shift with red contrast seams and perforation ARTICO leather simultaneous dashboard with red contrast seams 2-tube dashboard, Silver dashboard background and red hands Central section ARTICO leather hundredth door with red contrasting seams
armrests on doors with silver chrome casting and red contrasting seams Black inner roof stainless steel brush closure comfort with summer opening and closing of side windows and panoramic hatch using infrared receiver 56. 1 24 3 55 Original accessories. GLA meets almost all of your expectations. If any remain, you can count on the
original accessories. Here you will find almost everything that makes driving more attractive, more practical and more individual. No matter how diverse the offer is, the level of requirements is always the same. All accessories have been designed for GLA to meet high quality standards Discover the full online www.mercedes.es/accesorios
1 Flat bucket for a shock-resistant plastic barrel with a non-slip effect. Suitable for food transportation. With a fluted hold slide box is available as a separate equipment. 2 New Alustyle Comfort ski rack and snowboard holder for six pairs of skis or four locked snowboards. The convenient lengthening feature makes it easier to download
and unload. 3 The roof rack of the Mercedes-Benz 400 with a volume of about 400 liters. With a slat handle on both sides to open and close easily. Available in matte silver and metallic black. Maximum payload: 75 kg. 4 Comfortable lockable rear bike rack allows you to safely carry two or three bikes. Very simple mounting on the trailer
hitch and easy fixation of bicycles on brackets. Maximum load of up to 30 kg on each rail. So it is suitable for most electric bikes. Thanks to the ingenious sliding mechanism, the rear size remains feasible. The brackets can be easily folded for storage without taking away space in the trunk, at home or in the garage. 57. 2 3 56 14
Additional equipment. There are countless opportunities to make GLA your personal car. From small whims to comfort teams that until recently were reserved for a luxury assortment. Take the time to choose them, either in this catalog or in the list price and online. In www.mercedes-benz.es you can customize your most personal GLA. 1
Becker's MAP PILOT Compact Navigation ® transforms audio 20 CD radio into a navigation system with full functionality and intuitive work. It is discreetly connected to a plug in the glove compartment and can be removed if desired. 2 With two separate climatic zones, THERMOTRONIC's automatic air conditioning allows you to enjoy
personalized well-being on board. The driver and front passenger can adjust the right temperature on their own. A series of sensors automatically keeps the climate indoors at the right level. 3 Driver's and front passenger seat can be further adjusted electrically and gradually. Memory can memorize and receive three separate seat
position settings and external mirrors at all times. 4 The lighting and visibility package enhances the cabin experience and provides better visibility inside. It consists of working lighting controls that enhance comfort and safety, and ambient lighting, giving the cabin a more outstanding air. Adjustable rain sensor promotes relaxed driving in
case of rain. When the interval work is turned on, it automatically adjusts the frequency of sweeping of wipers. 58. 5 6 57 7 8 5 Standard rear pilots are made up of fiber optic equipment and are complete in conjunction with additional bixenon headlights or intelligent light system with LED flashing lights, brake lights and rear fog light. 6 The
EASY-PACK rear door can be easily opened and closed with the electromechanical mechanism at the touch of a button for easy charging and unloading of luggage. To prevent it from hitting the ceiling, you can stop the movement in any position, as well as limit the opening angle. 7 Longitudinal bars on the ceiling1 from both aluminum
and glossy black aluminum are harmoniously integrated into the design of the car and serve as the basis for various baggage rack systems. 8 Combined with offroad comfort chassis, the body has a height of 30 millimeters above. The resulting higher elevation of the ground improves off-road suitability. At the same time, a higher seat
position and a more pronounced off-road design are achieved. 1 Longitudinal bars on the ceiling of glossy black aluminum, standard for the Spanish market. 59. R00 58 R48 08R R31 01R R39 R38 77R SERIES EQUIPMENT AND OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT R00 Steel rim with 10-hole rim, 215/60 R 17 (not offered for the Spanish market)
R48 Rim alloy in design 5 double spokes, tires 215/60 R 17 (optional) 08R alloy rim in multi-district design, 215/60 R 17 (optional) R31 Rim alloy in design 5 double spokes, tires 235/50 R 18 (series with city line) 01R alloy rim AMG in design 5 double spokes, black and polished Up to high shine, 235/50 R 18 tires (series with night
packaging combined with city line) R38 alloy rim in 5 double spokes design, tires 235/50 R 18 (series with line of style) R39 alloy rim in 5 spoke design , gray tremor and polished to high brightness, tires 235/45 R 19 (optional) tires. Tires are an important technical element in any vehicle. But they also have their emotional significance:
some details are as relevant to creating a dream car as the perfect wheel. That's why we have prepared a diverse and attractive cast for you. 60. 59 65R 633 635 655 664 758 754 778 758 AMG alloy rim in 10 spoke design, Titanium grey and high shine polished, 235/40 R 20 tires (available for GLA 45 AMG 4MATIC) 778 AMG alloy rim
in 10 spoke design, matte black and high shine polished rim tab, tires R 20 (available for GLA 45 AMG 4MATIC) AMG 633 AMG alloy rim in 5-spec design, Titanium grey and high shine polished, 235/50 R 18 tires (optional) 635 AMG alloy rim in 5 spoke design, titanium gray and polished to high shine, 235/45 R 19 tires (series with AMG
Line) 655 AMG alloy rim in 5 spoke design, black and polished to high shine, 235/45 R 19 tire (series with Night package combined with AMG Line) 664 AMG alloy rim in 5 spoke design, black with high glitter polished rim tab, 235/45 R 19 tires (optional) 754 AMG alloy rim in 5 double spoke design, titanium gray and high glitter polished,
235/45 R 19 tires (standard for GLA 45 AMG 4MATIC) ORIGINAL 77R Accessories alloy rim1 in 5 double spokes vanadium silver design; Tires 235/45 R 19 (also additional factory equipment) 65R Alloy rim1 in the design of 5 double spokes, black and polished to high brightness, tires 235/45 R 19 (optional) 1 Tires in the original range of
accessories come without tires. 61. 60 More than one star. The whole universe. Mercedes-Benz Financial Services. Drive Mercedes-Benz and pay for it flexibly. This is possible thanks to our attractive leasing and financial products tailored to your needs. We also offer full insurance offers. Request information from your Mercedes-Benz
dealer about the financial services currently available and their terms and conditions. Service after the sale of Mercedes-Benz. Always on board the new Mercedes: a pleasant feeling of carefree driving. But if necessary, you can count on our help at any time of the day. We are available to you throughout Europe by calling toll-free on
00800 1 777 77771 (or directly via Mercedes-Benz Contact2). The Mercedes-Benz Mobilo3 mobility package, as standard, ensures that you arrive at your destination in the event of a breakdown, crash, vandalism or even if you have fueled the wrong fuel. For example, it is responsible for the cost of road assistance, towing or replacing a
vehicle in more than 40 European countries and for up to 30 years.3 In addition, Mobilo offers you a number of special mobility features in the event of warranty and respect for repairs within four years of the first registration. Forget about the unforeseen costs of the workshop4: The Mercedes-Benz Maintenance Agreement covers
unexpected repairs, maintenance or wear of parts depending on the type of agreement. Your Mercedes-Benz dealer will be informed of the available service agreements and the terms of each. 1 Phone No34 91 375 30 67. The cost of a fixed network call. 2 The cost of a call from a mobile network to a fixed network. 3 After the expiration
date (four years after the first registration) Mobilo can be extended for up to 30 years with each maintenance service performed in the official Mercedes-Benz maintenance seminar. 4 Under the terms of Mercedes-Benz service agreements. 62. 61 Mercedes-Benz digital, wherever you are. With numerous apps designed and optimized for
smartphones and tablets, you'll have access to the Mercedes-Benz world from anywhere in the world. There you will discover interesting details about the full range of products, a wide range of entertainment and will be able to directly access a variety of services. An interactive training guide, for example, lets you know your dream car
through an interactive tour. Learn more about the different features, take into account the interior or learn about the advantages of the model chosen on the website of your country. With the Mercedes-Benz Guides app, you can discover the highlights of different vehicles without an Internet connection. This app is available for free from
Apple® iTunes® Store (iOS) and Google Play Store (Android). By the way, you can also get digital access to our TV programs and magazine. In www.mercedes-benz.es at your disposal a whole world around the brand Mercedes-Benz. Visit. Mercedes-Benz charm. A car whose name evokes passions around the world, which has played
a leading role in several films and inspired worldwide hits of the song, is definitely more than just a car. How do you get there? Find out what's been going around the world for over 125 years, and take a fascinating journey through the history of the automotive industry at the Mercedes-Benz Museum. More than 1,500 items on display on
an area of 16,500 square meters reflect the unique tradition and innovative power of the car inventor, including the 1902 mercedes, the oldest preserved to date, or the legendary gull wings. Welcome to the world of innovation: www.mercedes-benz-classic.com/museum what will become of the history of Mercedes-Benz without
motorsport? What would motorsport be like without Mercedes-Benz? The first car to win the car race was powered by a Daimler engine. The first Mercedes was a race car. And the legendary silver arrows, the myth. It was a glorious story, but the present surpasses it in excitement: Mercedes AMG PETRONAS Formula 1 team and
Mercedes AMG Class C coupe for DTM run one weekend after another in the fight for очки и победы. 63. 62 Технические данные. Motores diésel GLA 200 CDI GLA 220 CDI GLA 220 CDI 4MATIC Nº de cilindros/disposición 4/L 4/L 4/L Cilindrada en cm3 2.143 2.143 2.143 Potencia nominal1 en kW (CV)/rpm 100 (136)/3.200–4.000 125
(170)/3.400–4.000 125 (170)/3.400–4.000 Par motor nominal1 en Nm/rpm 300/1.400–3.000 350/1.400–3.400 350/1.400–3.400 Cambio manual de 6 velocidades [7G-DCT] – [7G-DCT] – [7G-DCT] Aceleración de 0 a 100 km/h en s [cambio automático] 10,0 [9,9] – [8,3] – [8,3] Velocidad máxima en km/h [cambio automático] 205 [205] –
[220] – [215] Neumáticos eje delantero 235/50 R 18 235/50 R 18 235/50 R 18 Neumáticos eje trasero 235/50 R 18 235/50 R 18 235/50 R 18 Combustible diésel diésel diésel Consumo de combustible2 en l/100 km ciudad [cambio automático] 5,5–5,4 [5,3–5,2] – [5,4–5,3] – [6,0–5,9] carretera [cambio automático] 3,9–3,7 [4,1–3,9] – [4,0–
3,9] – [4,5–4,4] mixto [cambio automático] 4,5–4,3 [4,5–4,4] – [4,6–4,4] – [5,1–4,9] выбросы CO2 в г/км, смешанный цикл2 (автоматическое изменение) 119-114 (119-114) - (119-115) - уровень выбросов3 Евро 6 Евро 6 Евро 6 Емкость танка в l/reserve 50/6.0 50/6.0 56/6.0 Объем багажника в l4 4 4 21/1.235 421/1.235
421/1.235 Диаметр поворота в m 11.84 11.84 11 84 Вакуумная масса5 в кг (автоматическое изменение) 1505 (1 535) - 1535 - М.М.А. в кг 2,020 - - «автоматическое изменение» (автоматическое изменение) »2,020» (2,075) 1 Номинальная мощность и номинальный крутящий момент в соответствии с Директивой
80/1269/EEC в его текущей версии. 2 Указанные значения определяются в соответствии с установленным методом измерения (Регулирование 715/2007 в его текущей версии). 1999/94/EEC S:: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 Действительные данные только в пределах Европейского Союза. 64. 63 Motores de gasolina GLA 200 GLA 250 GLA 250 4MATIC GLA 45 AMG 4MATIC Nº de cilindros/disposición 4/L 4/L 4/L 4/L Cilindrada en cm3 1.595 1.991 1.991 1.991 Potencia nominal1
en kW (CV)/rpm 115 (156)/5.300 155 (211)/5.500 155 (211)/5.500 265 (360)/6.000 Par motor nominal1 en Nm/rpm 250/1.250–4.000 350/1.200–4.000 350/1.200–4.000 450/2.250–5.000 Cambio manual de 6 velocidades [7G-DCT] – [7G-DCT] – [7G-DCT] - [cambio deportivo de 7 velocidades SPEEDSHIFT DCT AMG] Aceleración de 0 a
100 km/h en s [cambio automático] 8,9 [8,8] – [7,2] – [7,1] – [4,8] Velocidad máxima en km/h [cambio automático] 215 [215] – [235] – [230] – [250] Neumáticos eje delantero 235/50 R 18 235/50 R 18 235/50 R 18 235/45 R 19 Neumáticos eje trasero 235/50 R 18 235/50 R 18 235/50 R 18 235/45 R 19 Combustible sin plomo 95 sin plomo
95 sin plomo 95 sin plomo Consumo de combustible2 en l/100 km ciudad [cambio automático] 7,6 [7,5] – [8,3] – [8,3–8,2] – [9,9] carretera [cambio automático] 4,9–4,8 [4,9–4,8] – [4,8–4,7] – [5,6–5,5] – [6,1] mixto [cambio automático] 5,9–5,8 [5,9–5,8] – [6,1–6,0] – [6,6–6,5] – [7,5] Emisiones de CO2 en g/km, ciclo mixto2 [cambio
automático] 137–135 [137–134] – [143–141] – [154–151] – [175] Nivel de emisiones3 Euro 6 Euro 6 Euro 6 Euro 6 Capacidad del depósito en l/reserva 50/6,0 50/6,0 56/6,0 56/8,0 Volumen del maletero en l4 421/1.235 421/1.235 421/1.235 421/1.235 Diámetro de giro en m 11,84 11,84 11,84 11,84 Masa en vacío5 en kg [cambio
automático] 1.395 [1.435] – [1.455] – [1.505] – [1.585] M.M.A. en kg 1.920 – – – [cambio automático] [1.920] [1.940] [1.990] [2.105] 4 Datos según la Directiva 70/156/CEE en su versión 2000/40/CE. 5 Data in accordance with Directive 92/21/EC in version 95/48/EG (mass in running order, with a tank full of 90%, driver 68 kg and 7 kg of
luggage) for vehicles with standard equipment. Additional equipment and accessories can increase the vacuum weight of the car, thus reducing the payload. Additional technical data can be found www.mercedes-benz.es 65. 64 Dimensions. 1,569 1,804 1,494 1,560 2,022 1,015 971 609 516 693 532 494 276 316 1,395 906 2,699 812
sizes are the average values indicated, expressed in millimeters for vehicles with standard equipment and without load. They are valid for unloaded vehicles and in basic performance. 1.422 1.410 1.391 1.350 629 608 4.417 807 709 66. 65 021 028 101 108 601 101 108 105 604 605 H74 H14 H19 H73 Upholstery and moldings.
Upholstery 021 028 101 105 108 361 368 601 604 605 651 801 804 808 811 Coari Fabric Black1 Coari Fabric Grey Glass1 Leather simile ARTICO2 black leather simile ARTICO2 beige Sahara Leather simile ARTICO2 grey glass Leather simile ARTICO/corumba fabric black leather simile ARTICO/Corumba fabric gray glass ArtICO
leather simil/black gold Fabric Skin simile ARTICO/Fabric Brown Brown Tundra Leather Simile ARTICO/Fabric Dourados Beige Sahara Leather Leather SIMile ARTICO/Microfiber DINAMICA Black Leather Leather Leather Leather Leather Grey Glass Leather Black Leather H14 H14 H50 H51 H73 H7 4 H79 Carbon Fiber Effect1 Bright
brown nut tree root2 Light brown poplar wood satin2 Silver wavy effect anthracite undulating effect carbon fiber AMG2 Carbon structure Pure aluminum with longitudinal resurfacing2 1 Not available to the Spanish market. 2 Additional equipment. Style2 67 series equipment. 66 Urban2 AMG Line2 Exclusive Package2 Exclusive Package
AMG2 105 651 804 H50 801 H19 H79 H73 H73 H14 H73 H73 361 101 368 108 811 808 H79 H79 H79 H79 H79 H79 H79 79 68. 67 589 162 787 662 650 191 894 696 592 990 761 Paintings. Standard paints Red Jupiter 650 White Cirrus 696 Black Night Metal Paintings1 162 191 592 761 787 894 990 South Sea Black and Violet Aurora
Boreal Silver Silver Silver Silver Grey Blue Universe Brown Eastern Painting Designo1 662 Appoint Grey Lean Mountain 1 Additional Equipment. Standard Paint Metallic Paints1 Paint I Design1 69. Seizure of vehicles with the end of life. We are happy to take care of your GLA for environmental removal in accordance with the European
Union (EU) directive on the end of life of vehicles, but it still takes many years before the time comes. To make it easier for you to return your car, there is a network of authorized vehicle reception/processing centers where you can deposit your car for free. Thus, this makes a significant contribution to ending the vicious circle of use of
materials and the preservation of natural resources. For more information on end-of-life vehicle recycling, reuse of materials and vehicle reception conditions, please contact the www.mercedes-benz.es website for the data contained in this catalog, product changes may occur after the closure of the editorial office (07/03/2014). The
manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the design, shape, color or equipment between the order and delivery, provided that such changes or discrepancies are acceptable enough to the buyer and do not harm the interests of the seller. The fact that the seller or manufacturer uses special codes to identify an order or the
requested object in any case does not entail any recognition of any right to it. Images can show additional equipment and non-standard accessories for equipment. Possible differences between the original paint and the color reproduced are due to the technique of printing. This publication may contain models and services that are not
available in some countries. The information contained in this catalogue relating to legal and tax requirements and their consequences is only valid in Spain for vehicles with a national plate. It is recommended that you contact the official Mercedes-Benz dealer for details of the requirements, due to the force in your country and their
consequences. www.mercedes-benz.es Daimler AG, Mercedes. 137, 70327 Stuttgart MS/MAA 6701 1802 04-01/0714 04-01/0714 2019 mercedes gla 250 4matic owners manual. 2015 mercedes gla 250 4matic owners manual. mercedes benz gla 250 4matic manual
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